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Purpose: The rapid response of COVID-19 scientific research played a significant role in pandemic prevention and control but failed
to block the spread of the pandemic rapidly. Besides the complexity of the virus, the effectiveness of control and prevention measures,
and other factors, the adaptation of the mode of conducting scientific research is also crucial for the prevention and control of COVID-
19. In this study, a parallel model was used to explore the effects of the rapid scientific response on COVID-19 to assess why
pandemics continue to spread under rapid response.
Analysis: This study presents the response of scientific research based on country/region and publication dimensions after analyzing
COVID-19 studies in the Web of Science and PubMed databases. Co-occurrence analysis of items was used to determine the
generation rate of COVID-19 research under different topics to identify the reflected innovation model.
Results:More manifestations on rapid response of COVID-19 research, especially compared with the linear model of SARS research,
showed that the COVID-19 research followed a parallel or concurrent innovation model.
Conclusion: Early multi-stakeholder partnership, convenient information sharing, and improved research competence promote the
parallel model in COVID-19. Meanwhile, the uncertainty of the COVID-19 virus and the adverse effect of rapid response may limit
the time efficiency of the parallel model. In conclusion, the rapid prevention and control of the pandemic cannot fully rely on scientific
research but requires more combined effort under an uncertain global setting.
Keywords: parallel model, rapid response, COVID-19, scientific research

Introduction
Background
The rapid response of scientific research is vital during public health emergencies. For instance, experts from different
domains developed various intervention strategies ranging from genetically modified mosquitoes to chemical sprays
based on environmental assessments when the Zika virus (ZIKV) threatened the Americans in 2016. Moreover,
appropriate animal models were developed, enhancing the pathological understanding of ZIKV, antiviral testing, and
vaccine evaluation.1 However, clinical data collection was suspended during the outbreak of the 2009 influenza A virus
subtype H1N1 (A/H1N1), limiting the development of practical guidelines for the management of critically ill patients.
As a result, a 40% death rate occurred in children and was misjudged at the early stage.2

Furthermore, scientific research rapidly responded during the COVID-19 outbreak (See Supplemental Table 1 and
Figure S1). For instance, the number of publications related to COVID-19 doubled every 20 days on average (see: www.
sciencemag.org/news/2020/05/scientists-are-drowning-covid-19-papers-can-new-tools-keep-them-afloat) during the early
stage. Meanwhile, vaccine research and development (R&D) time has been reduced from 10–15 years to 1–2 years.3

Previous studies explored the reason for this unprecedented surge of COVID-19 publications based on various
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perspectives, such as the improved quality of academic research,4 research experience,5 the severity of the COVID-19
pandemic,6 changes to the peer-review system,7 and various paper-sharing platforms.8

An innovation model is a form of innovation9 that affects the speed of scientific research. The parallel/concurrent
innovation model is different from the linear model,10,11 and has an outstanding advantage on time-saving since different
innovation phases are executed in parallel rather than in sequence.10,12–14 As a result, the parallel model has been widely
used in many innovation fields.12,13 Under the parallel model, the time required for research to reach the publication stage
is shortened, thus promoting a quick response. China, Europe, and the USA tried to assess the time priorities associated
with COVID-19 vaccines or drugs (see: https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/19/us/politics/coronavirus-vaccine-competi
tion.html; https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2020/06/03/coronavirus-vaccine-global-race/), which became essen-
tial for reshaping national image and status.

Although there was rapid response on COVID-19 scientific research, the duration of COVID-19 has been longer than
that of SARS and MERS, which are also caused by Human coronaviruses (hCoV). Multiple factors, such as virus
complexity and effectiveness of management measures, jointly determine the duration of pandemic prevention and
control.15 The complexity of technology also determines the implementation effect of the parallel model. For instance,
the parallel model can bring more significant temporal advantages in the technology with a low degree of determinism.16–19

Meanwhile, the negative effects caused by the rapid research output under the parallel model, such as academic paper
retractions,20 the emergence of infodemic,21 side effects of drugs and vaccines,22,23 may “weaken” the benefits of time-
consuming.

This study explored why the quick response did not stop the pandemic spread based on the adaptation of the parallel
model of conducting scientific research. The research first demonstrated that the parallel model was reflected in scientific
studies during the COVID-19. Grouping of items from COVID-19 papers analyzed via VOSViewer (1.6.15) software
revealed that the various COVID-19 research topics started to appear in the 2nd month after the first case of COVID-19
was reported. However, it took about seven months for the publications of SARS, which is also in lineage β in hCoV,26 to
sequentially refer to all the eight themes. Therefore, the scientific research on different themes of COVID-19 followed a
parallel model, while SARS research followed a linear model. Unlike most previous studies exploring the application of
the parallel model based on product innovation, this research introduced the innovation model in the management of
emergencies to further explain the parallel model.12,13,24,25 Moreover, this study explored the existence of a parallel
model through the knowledge graph analysis of published papers, thus innovating and enriching the measurement index
of the parallel model.

Literature Review
The innovation process has several stages, including scientific research.9,27 The innovation process can follow a flexible
process, indicating that the different stages can operate without following a temporal sequence.13 Rothwell28 classified
five generations of innovation models based on their history. The first and second-generation models were linear models,
where different innovation phases are executed one after another following a time sequence.28 The parallel model is the
opposite of the linear model, where different innovation phases are simultaneously executed over a period of time13,14

and are regarded as the main feature of the integrated model of the fourth generation innovation model.28,29 The fourth-
generation innovation model was proposed in the 1980s and 1990s, mainly based on the emergence of a new generation
of manufacturing equipment based on IT technologies shortening the product manufacturing cycle. Moreover, studies
have shown that the innovation processes in firms are parallelized.30 Successful corporate innovation strategies are driven
via centralized integration and parallel development processes.31 Therefore, parallel or concurrent model constitutes the
fifth-28 and the sixth-generation innovation models.32 Moreover, the scientific research phase can be parallel with other
innovation phases12,33 or within itself.25

Other scholars refer to the parallel development of the product production process as concurrent engineering (CE).34–37

Parallel workflow is the first essential element in CE, indicating that various stages of product production run in the partial
or full parallel state.18,36 Furthermore, parallel engineering emphasizes the need for all departments to work together from
the beginning and consider the problems encountered from the product design to production, also known as “integrated
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problem solving”.38 Besides parallel workflows, early involvement of Departments and teamwork are critical in parallel
engineering.35

The parallel model is time-saving13,25,38–41 and less costly.11,35,42–44 However, some scholars believe that a parallel
model can significantly increase costs than the linear models45,46 unless the enterprise chooses the time-priority factor.47

For instance, the parallel model may suit emerging technologies and start-ups that value time to market.12 Multi-party
seeks to contain the spread of pandemic without delay in the fight of COVID-19, consistent with the target of parallel
model.

Methods
In this study, the rapid response of COVID-19 research is presented based on three dimensions: First, the research records
the publications of each country within one year after the first case of COVID-19 to show the rapid response of different
countries. According to Wu and McGoogan (December 8, 2019),48 the date of the first disclosed case was set as the start
time of research. The year was divided into 12 intervals, with the first interval being between December 8, 2019, and
January 7, 2020. Data were retrieved from the Web of Science, and only the Article and Review literature were used. The
search was conducted on October 1, 2021, and a supplemental search was conducted on November 4. Meanwhile, the
research established the emergence time of local cases in different countries using Wikipedia.

Second, COVID-19-related publications and journals published at different intervals were selected as the second
dimension (obtained from the PubMed database). Furthermore, the number of publications and journals one year after the
first case of SARS was reported was used as the standard to show the contrast between COVID-19 and other HCoV
epidemics based on scientific research response speed. The first case of SARS was reported on November 16, 2002,
according to Wu and McGoogan.48 Of the 12 intervals, the first interval spans from November 16, 2002 to December 15,
2002. The publication-journal ratio was used for comparison since the number of journals in the time range of research
between COVID-19 and SARS was significantly different (Please refer to Supplemental Figures S1 and S2). The ratio
was obtained by dividing the number of COVID-19/SARS articles by the number of journals during each respective
interval.

Unlike the two previous dimensions, the response speed of different main topics of COVID-19 research was used as
the third and a micro perspective to judge the fast response. Eight issues of COVID-19 research published by Johns
Hopkins University (see: ncrc.jhsph.edu/topics, Diagnostics, Modeling, Epidemiology, Pharmaceutical Interventions,
Non- Pharmaceutical Interventions, Clinical Presentation & Prognostic Risk Factors, Vaccines, Ecology & Spillover)
were used as classification basis of themes to identify the speed of scientific research conducted on different topics
(Table 1). The speed of occurrence of different research themes was explored via a co-occurrence analysis to

Table 1 First Occurrence Time of Items for Different Research Themes of COVID-19 and SARS

Category Month from the First Global Case (Interval)

SARS COVID-19

Clinical Presentation &Prognostic Risk Factors 4 2

Ecology 5 2

Non-Pharmaceutical Interventions 5 2

Diagnostics 5 2

Modeling 6 2

Pharmaceutical Interventions 6 2

Epidemiology 6 2

Vaccine 7 2
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scientifically and accurately compare the speed of the main research field. Co-occurring items were used as a reference to
establish the research focus and connection of bulk publications.49,50 Co-occurrence analysis of items from VosViewer
(1.6.15) software was used to determine the research themes. The terms were categorized based on meanings and
mentions in the text to find the period of the first occurrence of the terms in different categories. Similarly, the research
recorded the emergence interval of different research topics of SARS to compare the response rate of different research
topics between COVID-19 and SARS (The COVID-19 research classification standard was adopted due to the lack of an
authoritative classification of SARS research. Besides, they are both caused by coronaviruses and have similar phylogeny
and virus receptors).51

Results
Rapid Response from a National Perspective
Twenty-eight countries/regions published papers during the second month after the first global case of COVID-19. In
contrast, only one country published SARS-related papers after the fourth month of SARS emergence (see Supplemental
Tables 1 and 2). Furthermore, the intervals between the publication of the first paper and the first local case varied among
various countries/regions (independent of the country the first author belongs to). The stronger colors in Figure 1 indicate
longer publication intervals after the first native case. It took an average of 4.1 days from the first native case for these 28
quick-response countries to publish their first paper (Supplemental Table 2). The number of COVID-19 publications per
month in the representative countries rapidly increased, especially for North America, Europe, Oceania, and East Asia
(economically developed regions). More details are shown in Supplemental Table 3 and Figure S3.

Figure 1 Comparison of the number of days for a response in rapid response countries.
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Rapid Response from a Publication Perspective
The number of COVID-19-related publications rapidly increased in the early period. The publication-journal ratio in the
research time range was 1.94 times higher than that in one year after SARS emergence (Figure 2 and Supplemental
Table 4). Notably, the number of journals increased with increasing number of papers. The Journal Citation Reports
(JCR) database showed that the journals belonging to the following five categories had the most COVID-19 and SARS
papers: Virology, Infectious Diseases, Public, Environmental & Occupational Health, Medicine, General & Internal,
Immunology. The number of journals in the five categories increased by more than 2.72-folds from 2003 to 2020,
especially, journals in Public, Environmental & Occupational Health category increased by 4.24-folds (see Supplemental
Table 5). This result indicated the increase of review efficiency due to the review reform and the advanced carrying
capacity of each journal due to diversified publishing channels.

Rapid Response from a Research Theme Perspective
The items under each of the eight research categories appeared in the second intervals after the emergence of the first
global COVID-19 case. In contrast, the items under the eight research categories appeared from the fourth to the seventh
months after the first SARS case (see Supplemental Table 6 for details of co-occurrence items from different categories
during the month of their first appearance). The response speed of the main topics of COVID-19 and SARS-related
studies indicated the parallel and linear models, respectively (Table 1). Also, the parallel development of different themes
indicates that the rapid response of COVID-19 scientific research penetrated various themes. The fully accelerated
COVID-19 scientific research also leads to rapid response. Notably, the different topics of general medical research were
in sequential order and were closely related to each other. For instance, vaccine research must be conducted based on
information, such as viral protein sequences and structures.51 It belongs to the category of epidemiology based on the
Johns Hopkins University classification. SARS follows the traditional medical sequence, which indicates that the
“epidemiology” appeared before “vaccine”. The overall speed-up in COVID-19 avoids uneven progress in conducting
different research themes. Moreover, successful resistance to epidemics requires the concerted collaboration of scientific
research on all themes. The parallel model prompts the production of several scientific publications within a short period,
implying a quick response.

Figure 2 The publication-journal ratio of COVID-19 and SARS one year after the first disclosed case.
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Discussion
Reasons for the Appearance of the Parallel Model in COVID-19 Research
The parallel model promotes a rapid response in the available scientific research. However, the application of this model
also requires certain conditions.24 In this study, COVID-19 scientific research met the following three elements essential
to the parallel model based on various studies, including Salomone,52 Koufteros et al,35 Valle and Vazquez-Bustelo,18 and
Karningsih et al.53

First, early multi-party partnership and cooperation are essential in the parallel model.18,35,52,53 The parallel model
focuses on the coordinated operation of various divisions in different stages, thus emphasizing collaboration among all
parties, and can create multi-perspective feedback to reduce rework.18 Moreover, the parallel development of different
stages demands overall planning of the overall operation development in the early stage43 to maximize CE. The
involvement of many parties, including biology or medicine, the model forecast in the information field, guidance on
the rehabilitation of patients or professionals in the psychology field, and exploring the mechanisms of infodemic
transmission in the Communication field is crucial for the prevention and control of COVID-19. Close cooperation
among various disciplines is one of indications that the COVID-19 pandemic has changed the culture of scientific
research. Scientific collaboration among different backgrounds and countries has reached unprecedented levels.55,56

Therefore, the early stage of the COVID-19 fits the parallel model that requires early multi-party involvement and
collaboration.

Second, parallel models depend on information sharing.18,35,53 Information sharing influences the efficiency of
parallel model execution.13 The development of the modern internet and Digital technologies has significantly facilitated
the exchange and storage of information, which is suitable for parallel models.28,29 Technology has introduced a more
expansive range of options and higher efficiency for information sharing even when the participants are at home. The
diversity of journals and publication platforms promotes rapid information sharing.56 Moreover, preprints have helped
more researchers access high-priority clinical data in the life sciences.57 Furthermore, online offices or meeting software
have saved the traveling time to offices or conference places, thus enhancing information sharing from professionals or
scientists to the public. For instance, the number of scientists engaged in “Skype a Scientist” from late February to July,
2020, doubled since its creation in 2017 (See: https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-02075-0).

Third, an inevitable development basis, including advancing previous experience and research strength,24,53 is essential
for parallel model implementation. Preliminary studies on other infectious diseases, such as SARS, MERS, and H1N1,
provided a basis for a quick response of COVID-19 research on different topics. McDermott and Handfield24 indicated that
the parallel model is not applicable for breakthrough innovations. This is because the environment such innovation relied on
has significantly changed throughout the innovation,58 affecting the communication of available information, on which
parallel development is dependent.24 Furthermore, breakthrough innovations address fundamental changes in core
technologies.59 It is challenging to conduct downstream-biased work without the needed experience and foundation. In
summary, the parallel model is unsuitable for innovation areas with high technological uncertainty.16,24 Little was known
about human infections caused by coronaviruses60 until the successful fight against SARS, which provided a valuable
experience in virology and pathology of the COVID-19 infection.61 For instance, researchers designed vaccine candidates
several weeks after the emergence of the SARS-CoV-2 virus, mainly due to the experience obtained from the preclinical and
clinical data from previous SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV vaccine trials.62 For COVID-19 early treatment, drugs, such as
remdesivir for SARS and MERS, were used.63

The advances in research technologies and platforms reflect the improvement of research strength (quality and
quantity). The generalization of scientific models is one of the representative cases. Scientific models are crucial for
predicting and responding to complex biological, social, and environmental crises, including epidemics.64 A decade ago,
mathematical models could only be used by privileged epidemiologists and were not available to the public.65 However,
many academic papers using mathematical models and simulators to assess the progress of COVID-19 locally or globally
have been published since the models are currently easily accessible. Models can enhance the initial screening of
numerous drugs and the early recognition of viral transmission capacity.66,67 Research platforms are also essential in
research. For instance, advances in scientific research platforms have enhanced vaccine development, providing adequate
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conditions for rapid vaccine development.5 Viral- and protein-based vaccine platforms are widely used due to their early
established platform in developing appropriate vaccines. Therefore, fully inactivated viral and recombinant protein
vaccines can quickly reach clinical trials.68

Implications of Parallel Models
Although a parallel innovation model may bring the quick response of COVID-19 scientific research, it cannot rapidly
prevent the pandemic. This can be explained from two perspectives based on the parallel model: the efficiency of the
parallel model applied to technologies with different uncertainty degrees and the negative implications of rapid research
output.

It is unclear whether parallel models are suitable for techniques with high uncertainty.18,36 COVID-19 epidemic has
an aspect of uncertainty. For instance, Zhou et al69 indicated that 2019-nCoV, which triggers COVID-19, has 79.5%
similarity to the genome of SARS-CoV, which triggers SARS. However, Lu et al70 showed that the genome sequences of
2019-nCoV, SARS-CoV, and MERS-CoV are significantly different. Petrosillo et al71 indicated that it is unclear whether
2019-nCoV and SARS-Cov are related. Therefore, COVID-19 research provides insights into scientific research execu-
tion and epidemic prevention policy development based on similarities with pre-existing diseases. For instance, studies
found that bats are the natural hosts of SARS-like coronaviruses more than two years after the SARS outbreak.72

However, Zhou et al69 suggested that 2019-nCoV may have originated from a bat one month after the pandemic outbreak
after comparing the 2019-nCoVand SARS-CoV gene sequences. Therefore, the significantly shortened R&D time for the
COVID-19 vaccine could be due to the great experience gained from the preclinical and clinical data from previous
H1N1, SARS-CoV, and MERS-CoV vaccine trials.62 Nevertheless, the uncertainty of COVID-19, such as the inability to
detect asymptomatic patients at an early stage,73 the emergence of variants,74 and the fact that the 14-day incubation
period is no longer fully applicable in later clinical observation,75 significantly limit the role of scientific research on
pandemic prevention and control of COVID-19, compared to SARS and MERS. Thus, the outbreak may last longer. The
comparison of the research progress at different certainty degrees of COVID-19 has shown that the time-saving factor of
the parallel model has a significant effect on the high certainty side than on the low certainty side. The effect of parallel
model practice on uncertain technology is unclear since it considers all new product development activities,43 making it
difficult to predict all activities of higher uncertainty technologies. The time reduced when implementing a parallel model
is more uncontrollable in a high uncertainty environment than within more deterministic technologies, possibly leading to
rework and other less favorable situations undermining innovation efficiency.16,19,76 Furthermore, the cooperation point
between departments in the parallel model may be harder to find in a high uncertainty environment. Hoedemaker et al77

also indicated that the higher the complexity of the project, the higher the limitations of the parallel model. Valle and
Vazquez-Bustelo18 showed that the parallel model affects radical and incremental innovation differently. It can reduce
time in incremental innovation while reducing cost in radical innovation. Therefore, parallel models may not have a
significant time advantage in technologies with high uncertainty. However, it is unknown whether parallel models can
increase or decrease cost in high uncertainty technologies since there is no valuable cost reference for COVID-19.

Furthermore, the accelerated speed of scientific output has some limitations. The increased scientific research papers
in the COVID-19 epidemic have increased literature creation and review workflow cycle (See: https://www.nytimes.com/
2020/04/01/world/europe/coronavirus-science-research-cooperation.html). Palayew et al78 noted that the median time
required by the authors of COVID-19 papers from submission to journal acceptance is six days, significantly shorter than
the 100 days representing the average period for most journals to reach a final decision. In addition, the quality behind
the several emerging papers may be undermined due to article explosion.7 Higher degrees of parallel development may
diminish the quality of the final product.10 Moreover, the probability of occasional error in a review may increase due to
huge demand for article review. Sørensen and Mattsson13 indicated that time-saving results in insufficient information
about upstream activities, affecting downstream activities that rely on such information. As a result, the degree of time
reduction may result in errors during peer review.56 The publication of several questionable papers may provide false
references for subsequent studies (See: https://www.science.org/content/article/many-scientists-citing-two-scandalous-
covid-19-papers-ignore-their-retractions) and guide evidence-based decision-making in inappropriate evidence,79 leading
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to infodemic. Academic publications in preprint platforms without validation and review are widely disseminated,
leading to infodemic instead of social networks.21 For instance, a study showed that snakes are the hosts of COVID-19.80

Rapid research also shortens the test period of vaccines and drugs. COVID-19 has changed the duration of medicine
and vaccine development from R&D to validation. Unlike emerging technologies, the pharmaceutical industry is more
tolerant to time costs to ensure safety. It takes about 12 years or more to develop a new drug from target identification to
market approval.81 Vaccines also require ten years to become available to the public.3 Nevertheless, a long period limits
the wish to overcome diseases, especially highly infectious diseases spreading fast. Therefore, the selection and
implementation of COVID-19 treatment and protection measures may not follow the random timeline. Many compas-
sionate drugs (remdesivir) have emerged,82 reducing the time between drug screening and clinical application.83 The
Chinese herbal formula has also been established. Vaccine development will also be cut from first volunteer vaccination
to first approval in less than one year (See: https://www.biopharmadive.com/news/coronavirus-vaccine-pipeline-types/
579122/). However, the limitations of fast introduction of relevant drugs and vaccines are emerging. First, the general-
izability and side effects of the drugs and vaccines should be assessed. The development of COVID-19 drugs and
vaccines requires access to information on viral protein sequences and structures.51 The data presented in the previous
section show that vaccine and drug-related studies have been conducted since the second interval after the first disclosed
case. As a result, the effectiveness of drugs and vaccines has been questioned in the late emergence of variants,84 such as
breakthrough infections. Therefore, the call for improving the broad spectrum of drugs and vaccines is gradually
increasing.85 Second, the side effects of the clinical use of some drugs and vaccination are unclear due to the short
duration of clinical testing, eg, chloroquine and remdesivir.22,23 Moreover, Johnson & Johnson’s Janssen COVID-19
vaccine may be possibly associated with thrombosis and Cytopenia syndrome (See: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/
2019-ncov/vaccines/safety/adverse-events.html). Besides, some side effects may not appear, bringing about controversy
whether medicine or vaccine has been applied. Controversy also promotes infodemic. Rumors and conspiracy theories
about COVID-19 spread fast,86 hindering the promotion of vaccination in various countries (See: https://www.nature.
com/articles/d41586-021-00997-x).

Study Limitation
However, this study has some limitations. (1) The lack of authoritative SARS research topic classification. This study
does not indicate that the reference to other research topic classification and other text analysis methods may lead to
different results. (2) Some co-occurrence items may be divided into different research topics based on the content of the
article in which they are judged. (3) The parallel model provides a dimensional explanation for the rapid response of the
COVID-19 scientific research and the speed of epidemic prevention and control that is not proportional to the time,
ignoring other factors. (4) Furthermore, mental health has not been covered in the main topics of John Hopkins’s
classification on COVID-19 research. The effects of the pandemic on mental health or recovery of professionals, patients,
and residents in lockdown areas have attracted widespread attention since the beginning of the pandemic.87,88

Conclusion
This study indicated that the speed of scientific research response to different topics in COVID-19 occurs in parallel,
consistent with the parallel innovation model. Although the high uncertainty aspect in COVID-19 and limitation of rapid
research output may affect the time-consuming advantage of the parallel model, the crucial role of scientific research
cannot be ignored. Although COVID-19 research has provided information for updating and modifying the prevention
measures and the rapid development of vaccine drugs, adhering to public health strategies, including vaccination, is
crucial. Notably, the rapid prevention and control of the pandemic cannot fully rely on scientific research in an uncertain
environment. Although scientists have made a considerable effort to assist or guide COVID-19 pandemic prevention and
control, the absence of close cooperation of multi-party, such as the government selection of prevention strategies and the
public’s obedience to the management measures, has led to the continuous spread of the pandemic. Therefore, the public
should exclusively expand their concerns from scientific research to other behaviors.
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